The colors shown are Hanover’s stocked Prest® Brick colors. Each brick style is stocked in a different range of color blends and finishes. Hanover® is able to produce custom colors on special request when quantities permit. Each Prest® Brick style can be ordered in a variety of colors and textures and is not limited to what is shown.

### Riven Prest® Brick
- Chestnut
- Russet

### Olde Hanover® Prest® Brick
- Russet Square Edge Natural
- NEW Hickory Square Edge Natural
- NEW Chestnut Square Edge Natural
- Russet Chiseled
- NEW Hickory Chiseled
- NEW Chestnut Chiseled

### Olde Hanover® Stone Prest® Brick
- Russet Square Edge Natural
- NEW Hickory Square Edge Natural
- NEW Chestnut Square Edge Natural
- Russet Chiseled
- NEW Hickory Chiseled
- NEW Chestnut Chiseled

### Halifax® Prest® Brick
- Gettysburg Gray
- South Mountain Sand
- NEW Hickory

### Appian® Prest® Brick with Chiseled Finish
- Chocolate/Tan Blend
- Gettysburg Gray
- South Mountain Sand
- NEW Hickory
- NEW Russet
PLEASE NOTE: Prest® Brick can be ordered in a variety of colors and textures and is not limited to what is shown. Hanover’s blended colors consist of several shades and will include some blended and some solid pieces. Color photos shown were prepared with great concern for accuracy. It is suggested that actual samples be requested before specifying.
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Traditional® Prest® Brick with Natural Finish

- Quarry Red
- Limestone Gray
- Red 15
- Tan
- Charcoal
- Red/Charcoal Blend
- Tan/Charcoal Blend
- Natural/Charcoal Blend
- Chocolate/Tan Blend
- NEW Hickory
- NEW Russet
- NEW Chestnut

Traditional® Prest® Brick with Square Edge

- Russet

Plankstone® with Natural Finish

- Natural/Charcoal Blend
- NEW Hickory
- NEW Antique Red

Appalachia Prest® Brick

- Russet
- Hickory
- Terracotta

PLEASE NOTE: Prest® Brick can be ordered in a variety of colors and textures and is not limited to what is shown. Hanover’s blended colors consist of several shades and will include some blended and some solid pieces. Color photos shown were prepared with great concern for accuracy. It is suggested that actual samples be requested before specifying.
Hanover® is able to produce custom colors on special request when quantities permit. The custom colors below are shown as Traditional® 4” x 8” bricks with Hanover’s Tudor® finish. Each Prest® Brick style can be ordered in a variety of colors and textures and is not limited to what is shown.

Hanover® offers a range of colors in a choice of finishes. The photos below demonstrate the way in which the finish of the brick can affect the appearance of the color. The Natural Finish has a close-knit top surface which gives a clean “designer” appearance. The Tudor® Finish very lightly exposes the aggregate, similar to a flamed granite texture.

The above photos demonstrate the way in which the finish of the brick can affect the appearance of the color. Hanover’s blended colors consist of several shades and will include some solid and some blended pieces.

PLEASE NOTE: Additional custom blending is available on special order when quantities permit. The color photos shown were prepared with great concern for accuracy. However, it is suggested that actual samples be requested before specifying. Due to the natural variance of the raw materials used, products can be expected to differ slightly from sample to actual product. It is recommended that the products be cleaned after the installation is finished. Contact our representatives for product suggestions.
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